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FoCUS: BiomEDiCAl ENGiNEERiNG

toward Large-Scale computational Fluid-
Solid-Growth Models of intracranial
Aneurysms

Paolo Di Achille and Jay D. Humphrey*

Department of Biomedical Engineering, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut

Complementary advances in medical imaging, vascular biology, genetics, biomechanics, and
computational methods promise to enable the development of mathematical models of the
enlargement and possible rupture of intracranial aneurysms that can help inform clinical de-
cisions. Nevertheless, this ultimate goal is extremely challenging given the many diverse and
complex factors that control the natural history of these lesions. As it should be expected,
therefore, predictive models continue to develop in stages, with new advances incorporated
as data and computational methods permit. in this paper, we submit that large-scale, patient-
specific, fluid-solid interaction models of the entire circle of Willis and included intracranial
aneurysm are both computationally tractable and necessary as a critical step toward fluid-
solid-growth (FSG†) models that can address the evolution of a lesion while incorporating in-
formation on the genetically and mechanobiologically determined microstructure of the wall.

introduction

Intracranial aneurysms are focal dilata-

tions of the arterial wall that occur in and

near the circle of Willis, the primary net-

work of arteries that supply blood to the

brain. These lesions occur in approximately

2 percent to 4 percent of the general popu-

lation and, despite advances in neurosurgery

and neuroradiology, continue to be respon-

sible for significant morbidity and mortal-

ity [1,2]. There is a need for an increased

understanding of all three aspects of the nat-

ural history of these lesions (i.e., genesis,

enlargement, and rupture) and, in particular,

how risk factors such as age, genetics, sex,

and hemodynamics contribute to lesion de-
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velopment [3,4]. Computational models can

help elucidate complex interactions among

diverse factors and consequently are in-

creasingly used to complement experimen-

tally and clinically measurable information. 

It is intuitive that intracranial aneurysms

rupture when mechanical stresses in the vas-

cular wall exceed the intrinsic strength of the

wall. These stresses depend on three key fac-

tors: the geometry and material properties of

the lesion and the applied loads. Although a

need remains for increased spatial resolution

to quantify wall thickness, advances in med-

ical imaging enable one to quantify the over-

all geometry of the cerebral arterial

circulation and included aneurysms on a pa-

tient-specific basis. The material properties

(e.g., stiffness) of the aneurysmal wall result

from the composition, organization, and in-

teractions of intramural constituents, which

can vary regionally and evolve as the lesion

enlarges; they are much more difficult to

quantify and depend on the genetics,

mechanobiological responses to hemody-

namic loading, and medical history. The pri-

mary loads that act on an intracranial

aneurysm are the hemodynamically induced

tractions on the luminal surface (i.e., blood

pressure and wall shear stresses resulting

from blood flow) and the perivascular trac-
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Figure 1. Procedure for building a patient-specific geometric model of the circle of

Willis from diagnostic ct-angiography. a) image segmentation of the luminal boundary

at one cross-section of a cerebral artery. b) Construction of a solid model passing through

several segmented boundaries, noted by the grey spheres. c) Final geometric model after

joining the major arteries together and appropriately smoothing the model at junctions and

bifurcations. d) Finite element computational model constructed using ~500,000 tetrahe-

dral elements, which was found to be necessary to solve the fluid-solid-interaction prob-

lem numerically. 



tions that result from the lesion interacting

mechanically with its surroundings.

Catheter-based measurements can provide

information on intraluminal pressures, but

such measurements are neither routine nor

useful in inferring wall shear stresses. Fortu-

nately, advances in imaging (e.g., phase-con-

trast MRI or Doppler ultrasound) can

provide some information on flows within

major arteries as well as the aneurysms,

which in turn can help in estimating both

pressures and wall shear stresses, provided

that one employs an appropriate “fluid-solid-

interaction” model. Indeed, an advantage of

fluid-solid-interaction models is that they can

be used to perform parametric studies over a

range of flow conditions, wall properties and

thicknesses, and perivascular tractions that

can  help estimate ranges of possible wall

stresses and thus rupture potential.

In this paper, we submit further that

computational models of fluid-solid interac-

tions within large portions of the cerebral

vasculature are both tractable and essential

for informing complementary models of the

growth and remodeling processes that de-

pend on the aforementioned risk factors and

promise to provide predictive capability. As

illustrative examples, we provide two pa-

tient-specific geometric models of the circle

of Willis and associated saccular aneurysm

and use the open source code SimVascular

to compute spatiotemporal changes in he-

modynamics and wall deformations based

on appropriate inlet and outlet conditions

and first order approximations of wall stiff-

ness. We conclude by discussing additional

advances that will be needed to develop full

fluid-solid-growth models. 

MethodS

Patients and Model Construction

Computational fluid-solid-interaction

models were built for two patients, each af-

fected by a single saccular aneurysm.

Briefly, geometric information was obtained

from routine de-identified CT-angiograms

that provided information on the entire circle

of Willis as well as the lesion of interest. Pa-

tient A harbored an ~5 mm diameter

aneurysm at the bifurcation between the

right internal carotid and middle cerebral ar-

teries, and Patient B harbored an ~4.5 mm

diameter aneurysm at the first bifurcation of

the right middle cerebral artery. The geo-

metric models were built using a semi-auto-

matic procedure available in the open source

code SimVascular [5]. First, we used stacked

image sets to approximate centerlines of the

major arteries along their path through the

brain (Figure 1a). We then extracted se-

quential 2D images of cross-sections of each

artery by cutting slices orthogonal to the

centerlines and approximating the luminal

boundary from each image using level-set

segmentation algorithms in SimVascular [6].

In this way, each vessel was assigned a set of

segmented boundaries, which was then used

to build a solid curve that reproduced the

geometry of the lumen (Figure 1b). A final

model of the entire circle of Willis was then

obtained by joining the reproduced arteries

and smoothing critical regions such as junc-

tions and bifurcations (Figure 1c). For sub-

sequent use in the finite element model, the

geometric domains were subdivided into

meshes of tetrahedral elements (i.e., small

computational domains) with a nominal

edge size of 0.6 mm (Figure 1d). The total

numbers of elements for the two patient-spe-

cific geometric models were 487,107 (Pa-

tient A) and 479,574 (Patient B).

Boundary Conditions

The circle of Willis is supplied by four

main arteries ― the two internal carotid ar-

teries and the two vertebral arteries ― which

thus served as “inlet vessels” in the model.

Conversely, six primary arteries ― the dis-

tal paired anterior, posterior, and middle

cerebral arteries ― served as “outlet ves-

sels,” for they represented terminal surfaces

beyond which the downstream vasculature

was not segmented. Prescribing appropriate

boundary conditions at both the inlets and

outlets of a model is critical for achieving ac-

curate simulations [7,8]. Due to the lack of

patient-specific measurements of far-field in-

flows, we employed previously reported flow

waveforms at each inlet. Specifically, we
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used mean, normalized flow waveforms for

the internal carotid and vertebral arteries col-

lected under physiologic conditions via a se-

ries of 17 phase contrast magnetic resonance

imaging studies [9]. To scale these wave-

forms according to the patient-specific di-

mensions of the inlet arteries within our two

models, we employed a modified Murray’s

law [10], namely

Q = kAn

where Q is the time averaged volumetric

flow rate during a cardiac cycle, A is the

cross sectional area of the inlet vessel (in

cm2), and k = 48.21 and n = 1.84 are best-fit

coefficients reported in [10]. Vessel areas

were prescribed by computing the average

of the luminal areas of three cross-sections

located in close proximity to the inlet sur-

face. In all simulations, we assumed a heart-

beat rate of 60 bpm and prescribed a

Womersley velocity profile at the inlet [11]

that yielded the scaled flow rate; a Womers-

ley profile reflects effects of pulsatility.

Outlet boundary conditions should cap-

ture effects that the downstream vasculature

has on the region of interest, even if not mod-

eled explicitly due to the lack of image reso-

lution for the smaller arteries and

microcirculation. With this goal in mind, a

particularly appealing approach is to couple

a 3D model of the hemodynamics within

large vessels with a 1D lumped parameter

model of the smaller vessels [7]. Among the

many models proposed, the Windkessel

model has found wide acceptance, for it can

simulate the resistance (R) and the compli-

ance (C) of small arteries and arterioles and

the resistance (R) of the capillaries as an

electrical analog. Imposing such a condition

at a terminal surface is straightforward in

SimVascular once the characteristic parame-

ters are known, hence Windkessel boundary

conditions were prescribed at all outlets. Spe-

cific values for the RCR parameters were ex-

tracted from a 1D model of the entire human

vasculature by Reymond et al. [12]. These

values, along with the prescribed inlet flows,

are listed in Table 1.

Wall Properties

Intracranial arteries tend to be stiffer

than their extracranial counterparts [13] and

experience relatively small, although non-

negligible, deformations during the cardiac

cycle. Moreover, despite the stress-strain be-

havior being nonlinear, one can appropriately

linearize this behavior over a cardiac cycle

[14] and thereby use a standard stiffness

modulus in a fluid-solid-interaction simula-

tion. SimVascular currently allows only a

uniform isotropic linearized behavior of a

constant thickness wall, hence we prescribed

a material stiffness of 588 kPa, which corre-

sponds to the incremental modulus at 100

mmHg reported in [15], and a uniform wall

thickness of 0.36 mm [16]. It is, of course,
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table 1. Boundary conditions used in the numerical simulations. 

Patient A

Patient B

Artery

l iCA

R iCA

l  VA

R  VA

l iCA

R iCA

l  VA

R  VA

Area

(cm2)

0.146

0.149

0.140

0.120

0.200

0.201

0.140

0.102

Mean Flow

(cm3/s)

1.41

1.45

1.29

0.97

2.49

2.49

1.29

0.70

Artery

ACAs

mCAs

PCAs

R1 + R2
(mmHg s ml-1)

80.5

75.2

80.5

C

ml/mmHg

4.7

2.8

5.8

inlet Bcs outlet Bcs

iCA is internal carotid artery, VA is vertebral artery, ACA is anterior cerebral artery, mCA is middle

cerebral artery, and PCA is posterior cerebral artery.



the structural stiffness (i.e., combined effects

of material stiffness and wall thickness) that

affects the hemodynamics. 

Numerical Simulations

The 3D pulsatile fluid-solid-interaction

problem was solved using a stabilized finite

element method in SimVascular [17,18]. For

each patient-specific geometric model and

scaled inlet conditions, we conducted both a

rigid wall analysis (for comparison) and a de-

formable wall analysis. In all cases, blood

was considered as a Newtonian fluid (i.e.,

one with linear stress — shear rate behavior)

with a viscosity of 4 cP and a density of 1.06

g/cm3 (and thus incompressible). Preliminary

studies conducted on idealized geometries

revealed that initial conditions on wall dis-

placements could be critical both in ensuring

the convergence of the simulation and in

minimizing the effects of transients in the de-

formable wall analysis, hence we conducted

three preparatory simulations before every

deformable wall analysis to ensure accept-

able initial wall displacements. First, we con-

ducted a steady flow analysis on a

complementary rigid model to obtain the

static pressure distribution; this result helped

to estimate plausible distributions for the

mean pressure, which were applied as initial

luminal surface loads in a subsequent de-

formable wall analysis. Second, we pre-

scribed the resulting displacement fields as

boundary conditions in a steady flow study

within the deformable model; this simulation

provided the desired initial conditions for the

pulsatile case in the deformable wall model.

Simulations were typically run for three

cardiac cycles, but only the results of the third

cycle were considered when analyzing the

data. No significant differences were noticed

in the fluid dynamics between the second and

the third cycles, however. The time resolution

for rigid wall analyses was ~0.5 ms, whereas

a cardiac cycle was subdivided into 10,000

time steps (for 0.1 ms of resolution) in the de-

formable wall analyses. Simulations were run

in parallel on the four cores of an Intel W365

processor installed on a Dell T3500 Worksta-

tion with 12 GB of RAM. 

reSuLtS

Recall that our primary goal herein was

to build fluid-solid-interaction models that

can eventually inform our growth and re-

modeling models and to show that such mod-

els are tractable for the entire circle of Willis,

which minimizes effects of uncertainties in

inlet and outlet boundary conditions. Figure

2 shows the full geometric model for Patient

B, with the aneurysm visible in the vicinity

of the first bifurcation of the right middle

cerebral artery. The four input vessels ap-
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Figure 2. overall geomet-

ric model of the circle of

Willis for Patient B, with

associated color-coded

distributions of computed

luminal pressure (top) and

velocity (bottom) fields at

both end systole (left) and

end diastole (right). The

aneurysm is located at

the first bifurcation of the

right middle cerebral ar-

tery (mCA). Despite the

nearly symmetric inlet

vessels (internal carotids

and vertebrals), note the

asymmetry in the com-

puted hemodynamics due

to some asymmetry in

outlet vessels. 



peared nearly symmetric overall, but this was

not the case for the six outlet arteries ― the

two middle cerebral arteries appeared to have

different lengths and curvatures. Shown, too,

are full field results for the deformable wall

simulation, specifically, the computed pres-

sure and velocities fields at both end systole

and end diastole, which were asymmetric as

expected, given asymmetries in the outlet ar-

teries. Knowing the variations in the pressure

field is particularly important for building

growth and remodeling models since smooth

muscle cells and fibroblasts alter their gene

expression in response to pressure-induced

intramural stresses or strains.

The hemodynamics within an aneurysm is

better appreciated by focusing on results in and

near the lesion. Figure 3 shows screenshots of

streamlines (i.e., lines everywhere tangent to

the local velocity field) at both end systole and

end diastole for both patients and both the rigid

wall and the deformable wall simulations. As
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Figure 3. Comparison of fluid streamlines

in the vicinity of and within the lesion for

Patient A (a) and Patient B (b) based both

on rigid wall and deformable wall simula-

tions, shown at end systole (left) and end

diastole (right). Among other findings, the

extent of maximum velocities in the de-

formable model was less than that in the

rigid model. Note that color scale-bars

were defined over reduced (not absolute

minimum-to-maximum) ranges to highlight

key features of the flow fields; minimal and

maximal values were thus assigned colors

corresponding to the smallest and largest

values on the reduced scale.

Figure 4. Similar to Figure 3 except for in-

stantaneous wall shear stress (WSS) fields.

in Patient A (a), the WSS was higher within

the impingement region, where the flow im-

pacted the vessel wall. in contrast, the fun-

dus of the aneurysm was characterized by

low WSS throughout the cardiac cycle. in

Patient B (b), the lesion experienced a

more uniform WSS distribution. most of the

dome of the aneurysm experienced higher

WSS, while lower WSS acted on the neck

as well as at the fundus. For both patients,

rigid wall simulations predicted higher WSS

at end systole, while the effect was re-

versed at end diastole.  Note: Color scale-

bars were defined over reduced (not

absolute minimum-to-maximum) ranges to

highlight key features of the flow fields;

minimal and maximal values were thus as-

signed colors corresponding to the smallest

and largest values on the reduced scale.



it can be seen, a relatively high-flow velocity

was found in the parent arteries feeding the le-

sions; the largest velocity was 100 cm/s (Pa-

tient A, rigid wall model). More importantly,

the aneurysmal flow in Patient A (Figure 3a)

was characterized by two main vortices (or

swirling flows) generated by the flow breaking

down on the wall opposite the input vessel.

After impacting the wall of the aneurysm, the

flow velocity was attenuated by the vortices but

then increased as it coalesced and entered the

daughter arteries. Notice the differences in ve-

locity magnitudes between the rigid and de-

formable wall simulations, however. In general,

the average velocity at the core of the lesion

was predicted to be higher at end systole if the

wall was assumed to be rigid. In contrast, dif-

ferences between the core velocities were less

pronounced at end diastole for the rigid and de-

formable models. The aneurysmal flow in Pa-

tient B (Figure 3b) appeared to be more regular.

The parent and two daughter vessels of the le-

sion formed a T-shape, a configuration typical

of many saccular aneurysms. Consequently,

the blood flow followed the lesion wall on the

upper side until it reached the fundus, at which

point it started back, forming a vortex and then

splitting between the daughter arteries. Intra-

aneurysmal velocities averaged over a cardiac

cycle were ~30 cm/s in the rigid wall model

and ~35 cm/s in the deformable wall model, but

the peak velocities were again larger for the

rigid wall models (80 versus 60 cm/s). 

Wall Shear Stress (WSS) is a measure

of the friction that a flowing viscous fluid

exerts on the wall of a blood vessel. WSS is

a well-known mechano-stimulus for en-

dothelial gene expression, and several stud-

ies have suggested that WSS is important in

both the pathogenesis and enlargement of in-

tracranial aneurysms. Investigating spa-

tiotemporal distributions of WSS is thus of

critical importance. Figure 4 shows com-

puted WSS distributions at end systole and

end diastole in and near the lesions for both

patients. Including the deformability of the

wall tended to reduce the magnitude of the

WSS, particularly at end systole. This effect

was more pronounced in Patient A. As seen

in the scaled column for systole in Figure 4a,

the deformable wall analysis yielded a max-

imum WSS of 21 Pa, whereas the rigid wall

analysis predicted a three-fold higher WSS

of 64 Pa in the same region. Differences be-

tween the rigid and deformable wall models

were less evident at end diastole, however,

where the effect seemed to be reversed. For

example, within the zone of flow impinge-

ment, the WSS was 7 Pa for the rigid wall

model and 10 Pa for the deformable wall

model. Apart from this region of high WSS,

where the flow coming from the parent ar-

tery broke down into two vortices, the lesion

of Patient A was generally characterized by

large regions of low WSS (2 to 3 Pa). The

fundus of the aneurysm farthest from inlet
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Figure 5. Similar to Figures 3 and 4, ex-

cept for instantaneous pressure fields. in

the lesion of Patient A (a), higher pressures

were predicted within the impingement re-

gion rather than at the neck or fundus. For

Patient B (b), the pressure was higher at

the neck and fundus, but slightly smaller

over most of the dome. Note: Color scale-

bars were defined over reduced (not ab-

solute minimum-to-maximum) ranges to

highlight key features of the flow fields;

minimal and maximal values were thus as-

signed colors corresponding to the small-

est and largest values on the reduced

scale.



flow had a WSS less than 0.5 Pa in the rigid

wall analysis and 1 Pa in the deformable

wall analysis. Results for Patient B (Figure

4b) were consistent with that which would

be expected of a simpler saccular shape of

the aneurysm. This lesion did not present a

concentrated zone of high WSS, likely be-

cause its flow did not impact directly on the

wall, as was the case for Patient A. Large re-

gions within the dome of the lesion experi-

enced values of WSS at end systole within

the range 25 to 30 Pa for the rigid wall

analysis and 15 to 20 Pa for the deformable

wall analysis; again, the fundus was charac-

terized by a smaller WSS at end diastole. Fi-

nally, the rigid wall analyses tended to

under-predict the WSS in zones of flow re-

circulation. Overall, however, both types of

analysis predicted a maximum WSS in the

parent artery of the saccular aneurysm. 

Conditions imposed on the stiffness of

the wall proved fundamental in calculating

the pressure fields throughout the circle of

Willis. For both patients, the rigid wall analy-

ses predicted a systolic/diastolic pressure

range of about 135/55 mmHg at the inlet ves-

sels. The pressure drop that drove the flow

(Pinlet — Poutlet) was ~7 to 8 mmHg at systole

and 2 to 3 mmHg at diastole, much of which

(~30 percent) occurred near the site of the le-

sion and toward one of the daughter vessels.

Figure 5 reveals slight inhomogeneities over-

all in the pressure fields. For both patients,

the pressure was smaller at the very last seg-

ment of the parent artery, before the neck of

the aneurysm. In Patient A, pressure seemed

to be higher in the impingement region than

in the rest of the aneurysm where the field

was almost uniformly distributed. In Patient

B, there was a slightly larger pressure on the

frontal neck and fundus of the aneurysm. On

the back of the bleb, no differences could be

noticed between the neck and the dome of

the aneurysm.
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Figure 6. Color-coded distribution of computed wall strain in terms of the first invariant of

the Green strain tensor. Top row: Patient A. Bottom row: Patient B. The right column

shows the aneurysms in more detail. Note: maximum values on the order of 5 percent,

with the scale bar showing the full range of values from minimum to maximum.



Finally, Figure 6 shows calculated dis-

tributions of a scalar metric of the strain

(first invariant of the Green strain tensor,

which is properly insensitive to rigid body

motions) relative to the diastolic configura-

tion. In Patient A, the maximum value of

strain (~0.055) was predicted at the im-

pingement region of the aneurysm, whereas

vessels of the proximal circulation experi-

enced strains of about 0.03. In Patient B, the

strain distribution was overall more uniform,

although the left internal carotid and verte-

bral arteries deformed slightly more than the

corresponding vessels of the right circula-

tion (~0.04 vs. ~0.03). On the aneurysm, the

maximum strain (~0.045) was predicted at

the bifurcations with the daughter vessels,

while the dome and the fundus of the lesion

underwent smaller deformations (~0.025).

diScuSSion

Much remains to be learned with regard

to the natural history of intracranial

aneurysms, yet it is widely accepted that

biomechanical factors play many different

important roles [19-22]. In addition to rup-

ture occurring when wall stress exceeds wall

strength, it is now known that all primary

cells of the vascular wall ― endothelial,

smooth muscle, fibroblasts, and even invad-

ing macrophages ― are extremely sensitive

to changes in their mechanical environment

[23-25]. In particular, endothelial cells

change their gene expression and hence pro-

duction of diverse vasoactive, mitogenic,

proteolytic, and inflammatory molecules in

response to local changes in WSS [26,27].

Similarly, vascular smooth muscle cells and

fibroblasts change their gene expression and

production of myriad bioregulatory mole-

cules in response to changes in local wall

stress or strain [28,29], which, of course, re-

sult primarily from the effects of blood pres-

sure acting on a distensible wall.  

Whether motivated by the importance of

WSS on endothelial biology or the relative

ease of calculating wall shear versus intramu-

ral stress, most prior studies of the hemody-

namics in intracranial aneurysms focused on

computing WSS alone. Moreover, although it

was shown many years ago that computed

values of WSS are generally higher in rigid

wall models, consistent with findings herein

at end systole, the majority of these prior stud-

ies employed rigid wall models [30-32]. Many

insightful findings have nonetheless come

from such studies, including observations that

regions of aneurysmal growth often correlate

with regions of very low WSS and that multi-

ple metrics of hemodynamics (e.g., the degree

of concentration of WSS) correlate well with

regions of rupture.

Aneurysmal enlargement and rupture

clearly depend on the mechanical behavior

of the vascular wall, however, and there is

also a need to compute the pressure fields

that distend the wall. Fortunately, advances

in fluid-solid-interaction modeling now en-

able both wall shear and intramural stress to

be computed simultaneously e.g., [33,34].

Like many of the prior rigid wall models,

however, these recent fluid-solid-interaction

studies of intracranial aneurysms tend to

focus on only small regions of the vascula-

ture near the aneurysm. As recently pointed

out, the presence of shorter inlet lengths to

the aneurysm can exacerbate uncertainties

in the inlet flow boundary conditions and

render it difficult to prescribe appropriate

outlet conditions that affect the pressure

fields, including propagation of pressure

waves, that are fundamental to studying the

wall mechanics [7,8,35].

In this paper, therefore, we used the

open source code SimVascular, which em-

ploys a computationally efficient coupled

momentum method [17] to solve fluid-solid

interactions over large portions of the vascu-

lature at reasonable computational cost (the

present simulations involving ~500,000 ele-

ments were performed on a desktop com-

puter within 5 days). That is, the equations

of motion for the wall were solved together

with the fluid problem without needing a

dedicated mesh for the solid domain. More-

over, appropriate Windkessel boundary con-

ditions [7] allowed realistic pressure fields to

be computed throughout the entire circle of

Willis and lesion. As pointed out by

Humphrey and Taylor [21], however, even

fluid-solid-interaction solutions alone are not
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sufficient. Understanding the enlargement

and rupture-risk of intracranial aneurysms re-

quires that we also include information on

the aforementioned mechanobiological re-

sponses by the cells to the computed hemo-

dynamic loads. That is, we must account for

the cell-mediated turnover of extracellular

matrix that necessarily underlies the changes

in lesion geometry, composition, and prop-

erties that dictate whether the lesion will con-

tinue to enlarge or rupture.

Figueroa et al. [36] outlined a possible

theoretical framework to accomplish these

so-called fluid-solid-growth (FSG) models,

and Watton et al. [37] and Sheidaei et al. [38]

have shown that such models can be imple-

mented to study intracranial and aortic

aneurysms, respectively. Briefly, because of

the very different time-scales between he-

modynamic changes over a cardiac cycle and

growth and remodeling processes over

weeks to months, FSG modeling can be ac-

complished via a loose coupling of fluid-

solid-interaction models (as presented

herein) and growth and remodeling models.

The latter allow one to capture mechanobio-

logical responses by cells that lead to a re-

fashioning of the extracellular matrix, and

hence stiffness and strength of the wall,

which in turn depends in large part on the un-

derlying genetics [39,40], as well as the he-

modynamics. Given the growing importance

of genetics in aneurysm research [1] and the

availability of genome-wide association

studies of intracranial aneurysms [41], such

FSG models promise to contribute to our in-

creasing integration of knowledge of the ge-

netics, vascular biology, and biomechanics

and thereby to yield increased insight. 

In summary, the present modeling ap-

proach extends prior work by demonstrating

that computationally tractable fluid-solid-in-

teraction solutions can be achieved on image-

based, patient-specific geometric models of

the entire circle of Willis, which minimizes

the effects of uncertainties in inlet and outlet

boundary conditions on the overall solution

while allowing one to prescribe conditions

that are also known better. Although SimVas-

cular proved very useful in this regard, there

is yet a need to include regional variations in

both wall thickness and wall properties. There

is similarly a need for improved imaging to

enable measurement of both regional wall

thickness and distensibility, the latter both to

inform and validate the model. Coupling such

technical advances with theoretical advances

in modeling the mechanical consequences of

mechanobiological responses by cells to

changing hemodynamic loads will then allow

the FSG models that are needed to improve

our ability to understand and predict the nat-

ural history of intracranial aneurysms and

hopefully their possible response to specific

interventions.
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